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November 7th, 2016 

 

 

2016 – 2017 REPORTING PROCESS 

 

Dear Parents/Guardians: 

 

Term 1 has flown by and is scheduled to end on Friday, December 2nd.  We are now in the 

process of preparing for the end of the term and for the distribution of Term 1 Report Cards.  We 

have set timelines for reporting throughout the year that we feel will benefit our students. 

 

Our plan is to have teachers provide "In Progress Reports" three to four weeks prior to the end of 

the term as necessary. These reports will outline the term curricular competencies that have or 

may not yet have been demonstrated by the students and/or the activities that the student 

must complete to satisfactorily show their understanding.  We plan to distribute these "In Progress 

Reports" during the week of Nov. 7th – 10th through Jupiter grades (for those parents that have 

email) and paper based for those who do not use email.  We will ask parents to support their 

child by reviewing the report with him/her and making arrangements with their child for 

completion of assignments and learning at home and/or attend homework sessions at school 

Monday – Thursday either before school (8:15 – 9:00 a.m.) or after school (3:15 – 4:00 p.m.).  

Teachers may choose to keep students in themselves as well during the lunch hour. 

 

For those students who are most at risk of not meeting the learning outcomes, we may, in 

particular instances, require students to attend mandatory homework club sessions.  This will be 

done in consultation with these specific families.  

 

The "In Progress Report" will have a deadline consistent with the end of term date.  Teachers can 

then assess the completed student work for report card purposes.  An "I" grade could be 

adjusted to any passing grade that would accurately reflect the student's learning of the 

learning competency.  If an "I' is given and the learning has not been demonstrated by the 

deadline (December 2nd), teachers will assign an "F" letter grade for the term on the report card.  

We would still expect students and teachers to continue working together on those learning 

targets until the student has been able to demonstrate a satisfactory understanding. 

 

It is very important to note that the term mark is only a 'snap shot' of the student's learning at that 

moment in time in relation to the learning targets covered during the term.  If a student later 

demonstrates an understanding of the outcomes covered in an earlier term the term mark will 

not be changed; however, the final mark for the course should reflect the student's 

understanding of all course learning targets at the end of the course.  The final mark may not be 

an average of term marks as students may now understand outcomes that they did not earlier in 

the year.  Therefore, a failing grade in a term does not determine a student's final grade but 

rather shows that a greater commitment to learning is required to be successful in the course. 

 

We hope that students will work hard over the next few weeks and on an on-going basis to 

ensure they are keeping caught up.  If you have any questions or concerns, please contact the 

school at 250-870-5177. 

 

Sincerely,  

Curtis Schreiber, Principal &Kyla Babcock, Vice-Principal 


